
 

The 37 Best Websites to Learn Something New Good writing is an art and a science, and it's one that many people learn the hard way. We want to help you avoid that by providing several different techniques for overcoming writer's block: What actually causes this conundrum? What can we do to avoid it? How can these websites and apps teach you practically anything, from making hummus to
building apps in node.js? There is absolutely no excuse for you not to master a new skill, expand your knowledge, or eventually boost your career. You can learn interactively at your own pace and in the comfort of your home. We've divided the article into several sections: websites, apps, and novel ways to learn. Some of them will help you gain knowledge in a flash, while others will require a bit
more effort. But no matter which route you take to knowledge, there's something for everyone. The 37 Best Websites to Learn Something New

Free ebooks from MIT

Sign up for Coursera classes that interest you. Coursera classes are free online courses from universities such as UPenn and Stanford University. It's a great way to learn something new and exciting and at your own pace via the internet. 

KNOW: FREE ONLINE COURSE, TRAINING, & CLASSES: VISIT- http://www.know.do/ Videos without any work on your part. Each video is between 3 to 15 minutes long and covers a specific subject matter.

Another great resource for video tutorials on the internet

Short educational videos that you can watch on the go or at home. The videos are about a minute long and cover only one point, it's great for getting quick bits of knowledge without having to sit through tutorials.

Great site with 8-minute videos on many topics.

The Good Men Project is a website for all men who are looking to share their own experiences about how men can be better allies to women. They've got articles that dispel the myths that keep us from supporting other men in this world, essays that examine how feminism has affected our lives, and more. The Good Men Project is part of the GoodMenProject.com network of websites, which has also
got separate blogs for each topic you can think of (women's rights, relationships, dating, parenting issues etc. etc.). There's a lot of content on the site, and it's organized in such a way that you can easily navigate around and find something that interests you.

The popular TED Talks offer many educational talks on a wide variety of topics. Here are some to get you started: ** Do schools kill creativity? ** 3 things successful people do every day ** Are schools killing creativity? ** What makes a good life? ** Why did I miss out on loving my mother? ** How can we build better cities? ** How to be more persuasive ***Ana Mari Cauce: On adversity and
success

Some of the most brilliant minds from all over the world come together to create informative videos covering daily topics.
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